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A comparison theorem is established between the expectations of a class of convex functionals 
of a nondegenerate diffusion without drift and those for an appropriately scaled Brownian motion. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose one has two d-dimensional diffusion processes with zero drift and 
diffusion matrices trl(-), tr2(-) respectively such that o'1o-~ x dominates tr2tr~" in the 
following sense: 
]]~(x)Tyll2~ > ]]tr2(x)Tyl] 2 for x, y~ R a. 
Then one would expect he first diffusion to be more 'random' than the second in 
some precise sense. The results of this note confirm this intuition for the special 
case when one of the two is a Brownian motion. The precise statement of this result 
(Theorem 1 below) follows after we introduce some notation. 
Let X ( .  ) be a d-dimensional diffusion process described by the stochastic differen- 
tial equation 
Io X( t )=x+ t r (X(s) )dW(s) ,  xeR a, t~>0, (1.1) 
where W(. )  is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion and tr:  Rd--> R dxd is 
bounded continuous and satisfies 
A2l]y]] 2 ~< Iltr(x)Tyl] 2 ~< ^2[[yl] 2, x, y~ R d, (1.2) 
for some 6 > A > 0. Let G = {f: R a --> R[f  is convex and satisfies (1.3) below}, 
lim e-~llxll:lf(x)]=0 for all a>0.  (1.3) 
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Theorem 1. For any T > 0 and.l"1, f2 ~ (3, 
E [ f f f~(x+XW(t ) )  dt+f2(x+AW(T))] 
The proof of this theorem is given in the next section. Section 3 concludes with 
some remarks. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 




IZllYll2>~ yTAy>~allYll 2, y~ R a, 
for some fl >i a >I O. Then 
fl ~ bi, >i E aijbij >I a E b.. 
i i,j • i 
Let A = [[ao]], B = [[bo] ] be d x d symmetric nonnegative definite matrices 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Proof. Let ¢i I> O, 1 ~< i <~ d, be the eigenvalues of B and 
1 ~< i <~ d, the corresponding normalized eigenvectors. Then 
~, aoek( i )ek ( j )>~ot ,  l<~k<~n, 
i,j 
by (2.1). Since B = ~ ~ie~eT, it follows that 
E aobij ~> t~ E ~:, = a E b,,. 
ij i i 
Similarly, it follows that 
E ao b,j 13 E b,,. [] 
ff i 
Next, define 
V(x, t )=E[ f f f , (x+AW(s) )ds+f2(x+AW(T) ) ]  
for x ~ R a, t ~ [0, T], f l ,  f2 being as in Theorem 1. 
e,=[e,(1),.. . ,  e,(d)] T, 
(2.3) 
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Lemma 2. V is in C2(R a × (0, T)) c~ C(R a x [0, T]), V(. ,  t) ~ G for t ~ [0, T] and 
A 2 02V R d 
OV~-~'-~xEi+fl=Oot 2 i on x(0, T). 
(2.4) 
V(., T)=f2(" ). 
Proof. A solution to (2.4) in the desired class is assured by standard p.d.e, theory 
[3, Section IV.14]. The explicit stochastic representation (2.3) for this solution 
follows from a straightforward application of the It6 formula. [] 
Lemma 3. For each t ~ [0, T], V(. ,  t) is convex. 
Proof. This is immediate from (2.3) and the convexity off1, f2. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3 
is a nonnegative definite matrix for each (x, t) e R d x [0, T]. Hence, by Lemma 1 
and (1.2), 
02V _ 02V 
½ Z (x, t) 
Ot 
(2.5) 
Applying the It5 formula to V(X(t) ,  t), t i> 0, one has 
E[ V(X( T), T)] - V(x) = E[A(X(T) ) ] -  V(x) 
iron( 0v = E --~-(X(t), t)+½ Z O' ,k (X( t ) )O)k (X( t ) )~ 
i,j,k 
02V (X(t), t ) )d t ]  
Ox, Oxj 
by virtue of (2.5). The left hand inequality of (1.4) follows. The fight-hand inequality 
of (1.4) follows by a symmetric argument. [] 
3. Miscellaneous remarks 
(1) Theorem 1 would hold with A = 0 even when X(.  ) is a degenerate diffusion. 
(2) It is clearly possible to replace ./'1 by a more general f :  R d x [0, T] --, R such 
that f (  •, t) ~ G for each t, with f (x  + A W( t), t), f (  X ( t), t), f (x  + ^  W( t), t) replacing 
fl ( x + A W(t) ), fl (X (t) ), fl (x + A W(t)) resp. in the statement of the theorem. 
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(3) Another obvious generalization possible is to replace X( .  ) by an It8 process 
Y(. ) satisfying 
Io Y( t )=x+ Z(s)  dW(s) ,  
where Z(t )  = [[zu(t)]], t I> 0, is a process satisfying 
(a) E[S~ (zij(t)) 2 dt ]<~ for all T>0,  1 <.i,j<<-d, 
(b) W(t) - W(s) is independent of zo(y) for all t t> s >t y, 1 ~< i, j ~< d, 
(c) for A, ^ as before and y ~ R d, 
,2llyll2<  Ilz yll2<  ^ 2l[yl[ 2, a.s. 
(4) It is also clear that the boundedness condition on tr can be relaxed to l inear 
growth condition. 
(5) When f l - -0 ,  it is interesting to compare Theorem 1 with the results of [1] on 
one hand and those of [2] (for d = 1) on the other. 
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